A combiner for a diversity radio receiver wherein amplitude inversion of either received signal is performed, on a selection basis, in order to maximize the resultant output combined signal. The strength of each diversity signal is monitored as well as the strength of the combined output signal. A gain control engine combines the stronger signal with either the inverted or non-inverted weaker signal to maximize the combined output (resultant) signal strength. According to another embodiment the combiner may additionally perform an amplitude adjustment whereby the in-channel noise power is also monitored and the individual channel signal-to-noise ratios are used to adjust the amplifier gains. In this embodiment the individual channel signal-to-noise ratios plus the strength of the combined output signal are used to decide whether to invert the weaker signal before combining the received signals.
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SELECTABLE INVERSION / VARIABLE GAIN COMBINER FOR DIVERSITY RECEPTION IN RF TRANSCEIVERS

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention is in the field of diversity RF receivers and, more particularly, to combiner circuitry for use in such receivers.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Signals arriving at a wireless communications device such as a cellular telephone are typically comprised of a complex amalgam of waves, some directly from the sending antenna and others reflected from stationary and moving objects. The resulting waveform is subject to cancellation or reinforcement in the amplitude domain as well as distortion in the time domain resulting from propagation delays over the varying length paths taken by reflected signals. These amplitude and time distortions are referred to as multi-path fading and they make decoding of the signals more difficult.

[0003] In data systems, such cancellations can erase portions of the desired bit stream and the duration of the erasure depends on various factors. Forward Error Correction (FEC) is a common technique for solving this erasure problem. Redundant information is added to the transmitted data to allow for a predicted level of erasures and recovery of the original data without retransmission. FEC is useful but as the bit rate increases, more and more redundancy must be added which leads to diminishing returns. The redundancy reduces the effective bit rate of the system.

[0004] Another solution to problems caused by multi-path fading is to use two independent channels, either by the use of two spatially separate receiving antennas or two orthogonally polarized receiving antennas. Diversity receiving systems generally use one of three different classes of techniques to combine the multiple received signals, being: (i) selection combining whereby the signal having the strongest carrier-to-noise ratio is chosen (this requires modest monitoring-and-control functions, but results in timing and phase dislocations that may adversely affect synchronization); (ii) maximal-ratio combining whereby the phases of the signals are aligned using a phase shifter and the magnitudes are adjusted using automatic gain controllers (AGC’s) such that the gain applied to each signal is proportional to the signal magnitude and inversely proportional to the noise power (this requires very complicated monitoring-and-control functions, but does not result in any timing or phase dislocations); and, (iii) equal gain combining whereby the phases of the signals are aligned using a phase shifter and all signals are combined with equal gain regardless of the strength of any individual signal i.e. without any adjusting of magnitudes (this requires complicated monitoring-and-control functions but does not result in any timing or phase dislocations).

[0005] Also known is a post-demodulation equal gain combiner which achieves diversity combining without any amplitude or phase control and, hence, does not require any monitoring-and-control functions and without producing timing or phase dislocations. Disadvantageously, however, since it implements a post-demodulation process, it requires a duplication of all the receiver front-end circuitry including the demodulator. Further, its performance is not as good as the other combiners.

[0006] Of the foregoing three pre-demodulation combiners, the maximal-ratio combiner provides the best combined carrier-to-noise ratio and the equal gain combiner provides almost as good performance as the maximal ratio combiner. The selection combiner provides the least improvement in carrier-to-noise ratio.

[0007] Accordingly, there is a need for an effective means of optimally combining signals in a spatial diversity receiver which is effective but less complex than those of the prior art.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] In accordance with the invention there is provided a combiner for a diversity radio receiver wherein inversion of either received signal is performed, on a selection basis, in order to maximize the resultant output signal. The strength of each diversity signal is monitored as well as the strength of the combined output signal. A gain control engine combines the stronger signal with either the inverted or non-inverted weaker signal to maximize the combined output (resultant) signal strength. Optionally, the combiner may also perform an amplitude adjustment based on in-channel noise for each received signal, whereby the strength of the signals as well as the in-channel noise power and the individual channel signal-to-noise ratios are used to adjust the amplifier gains.

[0009] In accordance with one aspect of the invention there is provided a combiner for combining a plurality of received diversity signals in a radio receiver and producing therefrom a combined output signal. A gain control engine is configured for determining the strengths of each received signal and the combined output signal. A gain controller is controlled by the gain control engine on the basis of the results of these determinations, whereby the gain controller inverts a weakest one of the received signals for combination with the other received signals when such inversion increases the strength of the combined output signal. The gain control engine makes a first determination of the strength of the combined output signal before the weakest received signal is inverted and a second determination of the strength of the combined output signal after the weakest received signal has been inverted, and the inversion of the weakest received signal is continued when the strength of the second determination increases over that of the first determination and is reversed when the strength of the second determination decreases over that of the first determination. The first and second determinations and inverting of the weaker signal are repeated either periodically or upon the occurrence of a reduction of the strength of the combined output signal by a predetermined amount.

[0010] Preferably, the gain control engine is configured for determining the noise in received signal channels and the controlling of the gain controller is based on signal-to-noise ratios determined for the received signals, whereby each received signal is amplified by a gain proportional to the signal-to-noise ratio determined therefor. The gain controller in the preferred embodiment comprises an automatic gain controller (AGC) for each received signal and the gain control engine comprises a digital signal processor.
In accordance with another aspect of the invention there is provided a method for combining a plurality of received diversity signals in a radio receiver and producing therefrom a combined output signal. The strengths of each received signal and of the combined output signal are determined. The gain of the received signals is controlled on the basis of the results of these determinations, whereby a weakest one of the received signals is inverted for combination with the other received signals when such inversion increases the strength of the combined output signal. A first determination is made of the strength of the combined output signal before the weakest received signal is inverted and a second determination is made of the strength of the combined output signal after the weakest received signal has been inverted. The inversion of the weakest received signal is maintained when the strength of the second determination increases over that of the first determination and is reversed when the strength of the second determination decreases over that of the first determination. The first and second determinations and inverting of the weaker signal are repeated either periodically or upon the occurrence of a reduction of the strength of the combined output signal by a predetermined amount. Preferably, the noise in received signal channels is also determined and the gain is also controlled on the basis of the signal-to-noise ratios determined for the received signals, whereby each received signal is amplified by a gain proportional to the signal-to-noise ratio determined therefor.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Preferred embodiments of the invention will now be described in detail with reference to the following drawings:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of components of a first embodiment of a radio receiver combiner circuit in accordance with the invention;

FIGS. 2(a) and (b) are vector diagrams illustrating the addition of phasors which correspond to the received signals or the inverse of the received signal, whereby FIG. 2(a) shows phasors corresponding to two received diversity signals (one from antenna 1 and another from antenna 2) which are added to produce a resultant signal which is stronger than either received signal alone and FIG. 2(b) shows one phasor corresponding to one received diversity signal (from antenna 1) and another phasor corresponding to the amplitude inverted signal of the other received diversity signal (from antenna 2) to produce a resultant signal which is stronger than either received signal alone;

FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating the steps performed by a gain control engine of the radio receiver combiner circuit of FIG. 1;

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of components of a second embodiment of a radio receiver combiner circuit in accordance with the invention; and, FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating the steps performed by a gain control engine of the radio receiver combiner circuit of FIG. 4.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATED EMBODIMENTS

A first embodiment of a pre-demodulation selectable inversion combiner circuit in accordance with the invention is shown in FIG. 1. Two received diversity signals 10, 20 are processed and analysed by means of a gain control engine 40 comprising digital signal processing means to produce control signals 60, 70 which are fed to a gain controller in the form of automatic gain controllers (AGC's) 20, 30 to modify the received signals 10, 20 in a predetermined manner when this is determined to be appropriate. The modified signals 80, 90 output from the AGC's 20, 30 are then summed by an adder 50 to produce a combined output signal 100.

The combined signal 100 is fed back and input to the gain control engine 40 for use in determining the gain to be applied to the received signals 10, 20.

The gain control engine 40 may be in the form of a processor and software algorithm (e.g. a programmed digital signal processor) or may be provided by a computational logic circuit if it is desired to use a dedicated hardware implementation.

FIGS. 2(a) and (b) illustrate the manner by which the received signals 10, 20 are processed and analysed by the combiner circuit. As shown, the combiner performs, on a selectable basis, amplitude inversion of either received signal in order to maximize the resultant output signal. FIG. 2(a) shows an instance whereby the signals received from two different antennas (phasors A and B) can be added to produce a resultant combined signal (phasor C) which has a greater amplitude than either of the received signals. By contrast, FIG. 2(b) shows a situation where the simple addition of two received signals (phasors A and B) would produce a combined signal (phasor C) which has a magnitude that is smaller than one of the input signals (phasor A). However, by inverting the smaller of the two input signals (phasor B) to produce a selected inversion signal corresponding thereto (phasor B'), and then adding the inverted signal and the larger of the two input signals (phasors A and B'), a resultant combined signal (phasor C) is produced which has a greater amplitude than either of the received signals.

This method of combining received diversity signals is advantageous over the prior art combiners because amplitude inversion circuitry is simpler to realize than phase shift circuitry and also because the monitoring-and-control functions of this combiner are simpler to realize than those required for phase alignment.

The selectable inversion combiner of FIG. 1 monitors the strength of each diversity signal as well as the strength of the combined output signal. The gain control engine 40 combines the stronger signal with either the inverted or non-inverted weaker signal to maximize the combined output (resultant) signal strength.

The flow chart of FIG. 3 illustrates the steps performed by the gain control engine of the radio receiver combiner circuit of FIG. 1. The strength of each received signal 10, 20 is determined and, although not explicitly stated in the flowchart of FIG. 3 it is to be noted that such determinations are performed on a regular and continuous basis in order for the weaker received signal to be identified as necessary during the performance of the combining process. The output combined signal 100 is also determined (measured). If one of the received signals 10, 20 is weaker than the other it is inverted (i.e. it is multiplied by -1 to
increase its phase by 180 degrees). The magnitude of the output signal 100 is then measured again and if it is stronger than the measurement obtained prior to phase-inverting the weaker received signal, the application of phase inversion to the weaker received signal is maintained such that the inverted signal is added to the other received signal. However, if the magnitude of the output signal 100 is measured to be weaker than the measurement obtained prior to phase-inverting the weaker received signal, the phase inversion is stopped so that the original received weaker signal is added to the other received signal. This maintenance, or stopping, of phase-inverting the weaker received signal, as the case may be, is continued until such time as either the strength of the combined output signal drops below a predetermined threshold or a predetermined duration of time has passed. On the occurrence of either such condition the phase of the weaker signal is inverted and a repeated cycling of the foregoing process of remeasuring the strength of the combined output signal and determining whether it is weaker or stronger than the last such measurement etc. is performed (as shown in FIG. 3).

[0024] A second embodiment of a pre-demodulation selectable inversion/variable gain combiner circuit in accordance with the invention is shown in FIG. 4. This combiner circuit performs a selectable amplitude inversion process on the weaker received as described above with reference to FIG. 1 and, in addition, it performs an amplitude adjustment which contributes to the inversion selection process. In this embodiment the combiner monitors both the strengths of the received signals and the in-channel noise power, in similar manner to the conventional maximal ratio combiner, and the individual channel signal-to-noise ratios are used to adjust the amplifier gains. In one implementation of this embodiment, the individual amplifier gains are made proportional to the received signal amplitudes, and inversely proportional to the in-channel noise power, as is the case in a maximal-ratio combiner. The individual channel signal-to-noise ratios plus the strength of the combined output signal are used to decide whether to invert the weaker signal before combining the received signals. The gain control engine 40 combines the stronger signal with either the inverted or non-inverted weaker signal, as described above, to maximize the combined output signal strength 100.

[0025] The flow chart of FIG. 5 illustrating the steps performed by the gain control engine of the radio receiver combiner circuit of FIG. 4. Measurements are taken of the strengths of each received signal 10, 20 and the in-channel noise associated with each received signal. A gain adjustment value for each received signal is determined, and applied to the signal, on the basis of the signal-to-noise ratio applicable to that signal. Although not explicitly stated in the flowchart of FIG. 5, it is to be noted that such determinations are performed on a regular and continuous basis in order for the weaker received signal to be identified as necessary during the performance of the combining process and in order for current (correct) signal-to-noise ratios to be used to adjust the amplifier (AGC) gains.

[0026] The combined output signal 100 is determined (measured). If one of the received signals 10, 20 is weaker than the other it is inverted (i.e. it is multiplied by -1 to increase its phase by 180 degrees). The magnitude of the output signal 100 is then measured again and if it is stronger than the measurement obtained prior to phase-inverting the weaker received signal, the application of phase inversion to the weaker received signal is maintained such that the inverted signal is added to the other received signal. However, if the magnitude of the output signal 100 is measured to be weaker than the measurement obtained prior to phase-inverting the weaker received signal, the phase inversion is stopped so that the original received weaker signal is added to the other received signal. This maintenance, or stopping, of phase-inverting the weaker received signal, as the case may be, is continued until such time as either the strength of the combined output signal drops below a predetermined threshold or a predetermined duration of time has passed. On the occurrence of either such condition the phase of the weaker signal is inverted and a repeated cycling of the foregoing process of remeasuring the strength of the combined output signal and determining whether it is weaker or stronger than the last such measurement etc. is performed (as shown in FIG. 5).

[0027] The individual electronic and processing functions utilised in the foregoing described embodiments are, individually, well understood by those skilled in the art. It is to be understood by the reader that a variety of other implementations may be devised by skilled persons for substitution. Persons skilled in the field of communication design will be readily able to apply the present invention to an appropriate implementation for a given application.

[0028] Consequently, it is to be understood that the particular embodiments shown and described herein by way of illustration are not intended to limit the scope of the invention claimed by the inventor which is defined by the appended claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A combiner for combining a plurality of received diversity signals in a radio receiver and producing therefrom a combined output signal, said combiner comprising a gain control engine configured for determining the strength of each said received signal and said combined output signal and for controlling a gain controller on the basis of the results of said determinations, whereby said gain controller inverts a weakest one of said received signals for combination with the other said received signals when such inversion increases the strength of said combined output signal.

2. A combiner according to claim 1 wherein said gain control engine makes a first determination of the strength of said combined output signal before said weakest received signal is inverted and a second determination of the strength of said combined output signal after said weakest received signal has been inverted, and wherein said inversion of said weakest received signal is continued when said strength of said second determination increases over that of said first determination and is reversed when said strength of said second determination decreases over that of said first determination.

3. A combiner according to claim 2 wherein said first and second determinations and inverting of said weakest signal are repeated either periodically or upon the occurrence of a reduction of said strength of said combined output signal by a predetermined amount.

4. A combiner according to claim 3 wherein said gain control engine is configured for determining the noise in received signal channels and said controlling of said gain controller is based also on signal-to-noise ratios determined.
for said received signals whereby each said received signal is amplified by a gain proportional to said signal-to-noise ratio determined therefor.

5. A combiner according to claim 4 wherein said gain controller comprises an automatic gain controller (AGC) for each said received signal.

6. A combiner according to claim 5 wherein said gain control engine comprises a digital signal processor.

7. A method for combining a plurality of received diversity signals in a radio receiver and producing therefrom a combined output signal, said method comprising determining the strength of each said received signal and said combined output signal and controlling the gain of said received signals on the basis of the results of said determinations, whereby a weakest one of said received signals is inverted for combination with the other said received signals when such inversion increases the strength of said combined output signal.

8. A method according to claim 7 including making a first determination of the strength of said combined output signal before said weakest received signal is inverted and a second determination of the strength of said combined output signal after said weakest received signal has been inverted, and continuing said inversion of said weakest received signal when said strength of said second determination increases over that of said first determination and reversing said inversion of said weakest received signal when said strength of said second determination decreases over that of said first determination.

9. A method according to claim 8 whereby said first and second determinations and inverting of said weaker signal are repeated either periodically or upon the occurrence of a reduction of said strength of said combined output signal by a predetermined amount.

10. A method according to claim 3 including determining the noise in received signal channels and controlling said gain also on the basis of said signal-to-noise ratios determined for said received signals whereby each said received signal is amplified by a gain proportional to said signal-to-noise ratio determined therefor.